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About This Game

Safety First!

Safety First! is a twin stick physics puzzler in which you have to fix broken electric wires using your Magical Yellow Repair
Liquid (MYRL). Get ready for a challenging journey through a variety of gameplay mechanics and hilarious sound design. Can

you beat all 69 levels?

Your grandma turned her vintage radio up too much and caused lots of cables to break in the nearby power plant. With your
awesome electrician skills you embark on a mission to fix all those broken wires employing your Magical Yellow Repair Liquid.

Get ready for a challenging and physically totally accurate journey!

Control your characters feet using the thumb sticks of your gamepad. Be warned though, he's quite fragile. Deploy Magical
Yellow Repair Liquid where necessary so your grandma can enjoy her favorite tune again*.

*For your convenience we included "Grandmas favorite tune" in the credits scroller

Totally awesome features in 69(!) levels throughout 3 campaigns

Classic campaign with 30 levels
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Advanced campaign with another even weirder 32 levels. Looking for some gameplay variation? Try this mode: You can
only lift one foot at a time. One foot stays on the ground.

Space (yes, Space!) campaign: A couple of more levels with zero gravity

Tons of (well, three) play modes

NRML: default

PEP: everything is faster, flashing light, faster music

DRNK: world rocks back and forth, rock music, alternate voice audio ("German Sch**sse Mode!"), brown Myrlballs

Fun to fail, quick to retry!

And for Heaven's sake, please play with a dual analog stick gamepad!

What else?

Interact with various physics driven objects

Immersive sound effects and voice acting

Interactive soundtrack that constantly changes

Lots of achievements

Entertaining to watch and listen to. You will tell your grandkids about it someday.
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Title: Safety First!
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
JCO
Publisher:
Headup
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: For Steam's sake: One gamepad with 2 analog sticks

English
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Hi, Billy Mays here, ever wanted to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on electric circuts?

Well, with Safety First, you can!

It's as simple as bending over and dropping your Magical Yellow Repair Liquid\u2122 onto the broken circut!

For just one payment of $2, you too can use Magical Yellow Repair Liquid\u2122!. This game took far more of my time than I
thought it would (Not that it was hard, but that it was really fun) . Easily worth the $2.20, more value than No Man's Sky.. (If
you 'd rather not read this review, you at least owe it to youself to watch the trailer on the Safety First! Store Page.)

Safety First! is a surprisingly clever and well-designed twin stick physics game, as much a puzzle game as one based on
dexterity. The premise is that the gamer must control a stick-figure character to fix electrical problems by using Magical Yellow
Repair Liquid (MYRL) directed toward the damaged area through a tool hanging from the character\u2019s waist. (In simple
language, urinating onto sparking electrical wires to fix them. WARNING!! Do NOT try this at home! It does not work, and
may get you arrested if done outdoors!)

Certainly, the most obvious aspect of Safety First! is humorous irreverence. But beyond that is a genuinely fun game with 69
levels (yeah, right) and 34 achievements (enough based on failure to make gamers of all levels happy.) There are three game
modes, two of which need to be unlocked by successful gameplay. Included for an additional challenge is \u201cDRNK\u201d
mode, or drunk play plus German profanity. The best part of Safety First!; failure triggers bloody separation (or crushing, etc.)
of various body parts. While it\u2019s a difficult game, the learning curve is reasonable, and some quantity of really hard levels
can be skipped. (All these statements are based on completion of only twenty plus levels in the basic mode.)

Safety First! is a clever and surprisingly nuanced game in which a controller is strongly suggested. It\u2019s a very inexpensive
game (on sale for $2USD), and the first seventeen reviews give it a perfect score. Highly recommended, but seemingly with no
great surprises either way if you like this type of game as much as this player does.

Thank you.. This is the most majestic game I have ever played.

At first I was cautious of this games quality, then I went to the games steam forum and asked why this game was created. The
developer then replied to my little question and told me the meaning of life, the universe and everything. This game has taken
me out of a long existential crisis and given meaning to my life. I am forever in the developers debt.. If no controler use
:space,w,a,d,up,down,right,left. Funy badges. Got a achievement for pluging in my controller.

 10\/10 ign. . Tricky and silly physics game with awesome sound effects.. A fresh take on a genre that didn't even exist
until now!. worth 59 cents. I saw the early version of this game released at Revision 2015 as part of the games compo,
and it captivated the entire audience. The whole hall was erupting with laughter as players attempted to solve the
puzzles. The next day I couldn't walk anywhere without seeing someone playing it, whether in the main hall, down in
the tunnel, or anywhere else.
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In this game your task is to urinate "magic fixing fluid" into electric wires. Your controls are something akin to
QWOP, with individual control of the separate legs. Each level requires progressively more and more precision and
speed. Feel like you want a bigger challenge than the traditional modes? Try speedy mode! Still not satisfied? Try
DRNK mode, where your controls are drunk and German swear words are randomly shouted at you.

This game is hilarious fun. It's simple, well polished, and silly. My only minor complaint is that without an Xbox
controller the UI is a little awkward, since the control hints aren't translated for keyboard. Once you work them out
(WASD for left leg, up\/down\/left\/right for right leg, space = A, escape = B, C = cheat\/Y) it still plays great on the
keyboard though.

If you like puzzle games that don't take themselves too seriously, or just want a laugh, buy it. At the listed price it's
worth every penny and more.
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Indie at its best! Weird premise and hilarious game mechanic? Check. Solid execution with precise physics and brilliant audio?
Check. BEWARE: This game is challenging, but fair. Be sure to use controller!. Very good game. I got an achievement for
being afk and another for committing suicide, also you pee alot. Just like my life.. The game itself is not that hard.
Even though devs warn you about using controller (they even made an achievement for it), you can easily complete every level
on every mode using keyboard.
Exept for one single level.
Level 14, advanced campaign, DRNK mode. Close to impossible.
This one single level will make you hate devs so hard.
Seriously, this is just unfair.. have to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on cables to "fix" them,
have to break off leg to tippy touch the ground with your door,
you can fly like you are on the moon,
can crawl up walls with your toes.

10\/10 would play this game again. The physics are amazing.
Wonderful job and a very original game here.

The audio adds a lot of laughter to the equation.
The game is simply fun to play. In all aspects.

Keep up the good work. :). 1\/1 mlg\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665trickshooter m8. Have to say, this took me by
surprise.

At first glance it comes across as one of those fairly hollow, youtube vid fuel, barely playable mess games. Buy it if you want a
quick giggle... but it isnt. Despite being very silly the control of it is actually really tight. Yes the stick man can flail somewhat
but how out of control it is is mainly in your hands.

There are two or three levels that really push it as far as frustration goes, but much of the time it gets the difficulty about right
and again, it controls well enough that many of the losses are clearly down to you. Whats more it gets you back in to the game,
and is genuinely funny enough that a lot of your fails are easy to shrug off.

The different game modes are interesting, there is a surprising number of well designed levels to get through, and it is really
really cheap for what you are getting.

A funny, polished, and challenging twin stick puzzle game, well worth the entry fee.
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